Configuring the Swivl Link
Directions:
1. Install the Mount Anything Adapter
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Placed in robot

Mount Anything Adapter

2. Mount Your iPad
a. Mount the iPad on the robot with
the Mount Anything Adapter.
b. Connect the iPad to the robot using
the white Lightning cable.
c. Turn on the iPad.
d. Press and hold the power button on
the Swivl robot to turn it on.
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3. Check and Update Firmware on Your Robot
and Markers
a. Launch the Teams by Swivl app. If
prompted, accept any firmware
updates.
b. In the Teams by Swivl app, click
on Settings on the right toolbar.
(If you see a red circle on the right-hand
side of the screen next to "About Swivl,"
the system needs an update. Click the
arrow. Click on the picture of the robot
base to force an update, if available.)
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c. Next, turn on each Marker and place it
in the robot charging slot to update each
one. (takes < 1 min.). Note that the
markers only fit in one direction so the
charging pins line up with the base. If it
doesn't go in easily, don't force it!

4. Update the Firmware (When Using the Swivl
Link for the First Time)
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Power on Marker
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This step is where most
users get tripped up. If your Swivl Link does
not run a firmware update when you insert
it the first time, or won't let you select the
Wireless Connection, close the Teams by
Swivl App on the iPad and reboot the robot,
then try these steps again.
Make sure there are no cords plugged into the
USB port of the robot.
a. If you are not prompted to connect
your Swivl Link, in the Teams by
Swivl app click on Home > Settings
> Base Port Configuration > To Link.
b. In the pop-up window that
says Disconnect USB
port click Continue.
c. Insert the Swivl Link into the USB
port on the robot.
d. When you see the Swivl Link
Configuration window pop-up, you
will either see:

To Link

b.

Primary Marker
in clip/ lanyard
Disconnect USB port (Click Continue)

1. "Wireless Connection" click Keep Current.
2. If you see anything else - Click
on Change Configuration, then
select Wireless Connection.
* Do NOT click on "Marker
Mode: Microphone Only".
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Your Swivl Link should now be paired to your
Swivl robot.
*WARNING: If you click the red button on your
Swivl Link after you have paired it, it will reset,
and you will need to pair it again.
If you have any issues with setting up, see
the Swivl Link Connection and Troubleshooting
page
You may need to update your firmware
periodically, after the initial set up, but you will
see a pop-up notification if the Swivl Link, robot,
or markers need updating.

Need Support?
a. Issues with the Swivl Hardware:
Swivl Support
b. Issues with iPad: HISD Support
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